Genotyping-by-sequencing performance in selected livestock species.
Application of next generation sequencing for large scale genotyping in livestock is limited by high costs and challenging data analysis process. However, available restriction enzyme-based enrichment techniques like e.g. genotyping-by-sequencing (GBS) are promising tools allowing reduction of financial outlies by a high sample multiplexing and narrowing down the sequenced genome areas to the randomly distributed read tags. In this study, we tested the performance of standard, PstI endonuclease-adapted GBS protocol for population genetics in cattle, horse and sheep with application of different, including low-depth sequencing setups. It was found that the detected SNPs display desirable polymorphism parameters and are evenly scattered across the whole genome including gene coding regions. It was also shown that the SNPs can be successfully applied in population genetics, revealing the genetic differentiation of the studied breeds. The GBS approach represents a cost-effective alternative to existing genotyping methods which may find adoption in various research applications.